
Robert Smith 
ED Technician

PERSONAL STATEMENT

ED Technician with AAMA-accredited training in clinical and laboratory 
procedures, as well as professional medical administrative skills. L1MA, 
Phlebotomy, and Insulin Certified.

WORK EXPERIENCE

ED Technician
ABC Corporation -   January 1988 – January 1989 

Responsibilities:

 Assisted ER staff with patient transport, the companionship of mental 
health patients, stocking ER supplies, communicated with Staff if their 
patients requested something that was out of my jurisdiction as a Tech.

 Provided patient wound care, assisted CODE BLUE team with CPR, or 
providing supplies during thoracotomies, foley insertion, etc.

 Transported patients to their bedrooms or the L&amp;D if they came in 
through the ER.

 Helped restrain combative patients, and assisted with stitch removal or 
dressings once approved by ER MD.

 Used my bilingual skills to avoid delays in waiting for a hospital 
interpreter.

 Used Bilingual, interpersonal, organizational skills.
 Helped pts bordered in the ED with toileting and transferring to gurneys 

and beds.

ED Technician
Delta Corporation -   1984 – 1988 

Responsibilities:

 Assisted ER staff with patient transport, companionship of mental health
patients, stocking ER supplies, communicated with Staff if their patients
requested something that was out of my jurisdiction as a Tech.

 Provided patient wound care, assisted CODE BLUE team with CPR or 
providing supplies during thoracotomies, foley insertion, etc.

 Transported patients to their bedrooms or the L&amp;D if they came in 
through the ER.

 Removed stitches if authorized by MD.
 Helped take vitals and restrain combative patients using hospital 

protocol.
 EKGs, Heart Monitor set up, CPR, setting up patients for visit with 

doctor, assisting with triage, vital signs, glucose monitoring, 
observation of .

 EKG Monitor Tecnician|Unit Clerk|CNA patient care assist doctors/nurses 
measure vital signs insert intravenous &amp; Foley catheters perform .
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Photography Equipment 
And Software; Computer 
&amp; Certain.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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Education

A.A.S. In Paralegal Studies
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